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The RWC1000 lets you test Cat 5/6 UTP cable. In addition to basic Cat 5e/6 cable tests, it also lets you test Cat 5e/6 UTP cable in the real world. The RWC1000 lets you compare Cat 5e/6 cable to the typical Cat 6 cable with a combination of good and bad connections. It lets you test Cat 5e/6 UTP cable. It lets you test both Cat 5e/6 UTP cable and Cat 5e/6 CAT5e/6 cable,
not just Cat 5e/6 UTP cable. The RWC1000 is NOT just a Cat 5e/6 Cable Test Machine, it lets you test CAT5e/6 UTP cable and Cat 5e/6 CAT5e/6 cable. Tests include basic cable tests and a toner probe test (non-invasive). The RWC1000 also lets you test Cat 5e/6 UTP cable for full duplex, half duplex and filtered. For many applications, the RWC1000 will determine if Cat
5e/6 cable will perform at 100Mb/s. Open and short tests. The RWC1000 performs 100 tests on Cat 5/6 cable to test for open and short. Tests include - Test if the cable is used - Test if the cable is wired correctly - Quick check for shorted connectors - Test for loose ends - Cable clock, sends and receives DTE/DCE SNMP test - Unplug Test. If a device is plugged into a
tester port, it will perform the test. If the device is not plugged in or is removed, it will perform a toner probe test. Cable Coiling. The RWC1000 will test if a cable is coiled. The cable will have to be uncoiled before any other test. Enter the coiling test. Uncoil the cable, insert the cable in the RWC1000. 5 second cable coiling test. Enter the coiling test. Uncoil the cable,
insert the cable in the RWC1000. 6 second cable coiling test. Enter the coiling test. Uncoil the cable, insert the cable in the RWC1000. 7 second cable coiling test. Enter the coiling test. Uncoil the cable, insert the cable in the RWC1000.
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to see how various network testing devices stack up, it is helpful to compare their functionality and potential limitations side-by-side. here we compare the real world certifier rwc1000kcs to the net chaser by platinum tools. the byte brothers rwc1000kcs is a network and cable tester that spots slow cables, bad connectors, incorrect wiring, and other communication
issues from hubs, switches, and pcs. in addition to the normal distance, opens, shorts, distance to fault and wire map - the real world certifier (rwc) performs sophisticated timing, crosstalk and cable construction tests to display cable category (cat 5e, cat6, etc.), propagation delay and skew. this greatly improves your installation skills because the rwc spots slightly

undercrimped connections, cable coiled in the wall and other maladies that affect cable performance. plus, you can store up to 250 test results in the rwc's flash memory for later printing using standard excel spreadsheets. these can be emailed or given to your customer as proof of test. and, if you wish to test hubs, switches and nic cards, the rwc displays the device's
signal level(s) and device type (10,100,1000mb/s, half and full duplex). this is useful in determining signal strength at the end of a long cable run. includes the main unit, a toner probe, carrying case and 1 hour instructional dvd. compatible with all network devices. can't afford a $5000 certifier but want a more professional test than you are performing now byte

brothers has the answer. in addition to the normal distance, opens, shorts, distance to fault and wire map - the real world certifier (rwc) performs sophisticated timing, crosstalk and cable construction tests to display cable category (cat 5e, cat6, etc.), propagation delay and skew. this greatly improves your installation skills because the rwc spots slightly undercrimped
connections, cable coiled in the wall and other maladies that affect cable performance. plus, you can store up to 250 test results in the rwc's flash memory for later printing using standard excel spreadsheets. these can be emailed or given to your customer as proof of test. and, if you wish to test hubs, switches and nic cards, the rwc displays the device's signal level(s)

and device type (10,100,1000mb/s, half and full duplex). this is useful in determining signal strength at the end of a long cable run. includes the main unit, a toner probe, carrying case and 1 hour instructional dvd. compatible with all network devices. 5ec8ef588b
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